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Mr Daniel Lee was trained in Coopers & Lybrand (now known as
PricewaterhouseCoopers) before he progressed his career ladder in the field of education
and training. Daniel Lee has been in education and training for more than 20 years.
In 1994, he was a pioneer management staff of Sunway College PJ that managed the ACCA
Programmes. After he left Sunway College PJ, he spearheaded ACCA courses for various
Colleges locally and overseas namely KDU College (Damansara), INTI International
College (Subang), HELP CAT (KL), Elite International College (KL) and also involved
with EAIB College Beijing (China). Daniel Lee is also an entrepreneur and he continuously
shares his entrepreneurship experiences with people who dream to be Financially Free.
Daniel Lee had lectured for more than 10 years in Costing, Management Accounting and
Finance based subjects. His lecturing experienced includes professional programmes like
CAT, ACCA, CIMA, ICSA and MICPA. Committed and focused, many students have
succeeded and achieved high pass rate in Malaysia for the subjects he taught.
When Daniel was studying ACCA course, he used BPP study materials as a tool to help
him in preparing for his ACCA exams. He was among one of the ACCA Affiliates that
passed ACCA Final exam at 1st Attempt. For your information, MUST pass all 4 Final
papers in one sitting. Daniel believes that reading beyong lecture notes (ie reading BPP
study texts, relevant articles and practise questions from BPP revision kits) has assisted
him to PASS ACCA final exam at 1st Attempt.
For more than 20 years, Daniel still continue to share his experiences and assists ACCA
students to PASS ACCA exams. He has passion and committed to his students. For all
these, Daniel’s satisfaction is to see students PASSED ACCA examination.
Lastly, Daniel with others ALPs organises ALP’s ACCA Graduation Ceremony for all
ACCA Affiliates. This gives ACCA Affiliates, their family members and friends a special
occasion to celebrate the achievement gained by the Affiliates. The ALP’s ACCA
Graduation Ceremony will be held every 1st Saturday in October. On 7th October 2017 will
be the 10th ALP’s ACCA Gradutation Ceremony.

